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You can find so many different kinds of food

“Yakitomorokoshi”

stalls at festivals. It’s unbelievable! It’s lots of
fun to wander around trying to decide what
to eat. You can watch the way they cook,
right in front of you. If you like what you see,
wait until it’s done and say, “I’ll have one!”

J

apanese love the flavor of burnt soy sauce. Yaki-to-

morokoshi is corn-on-the-cob grilled with sweet and

salty seasonings, containing soy sauce, mirin (sweet sake)

and cooking sake. When you get a whiff of its roasted flavor carried on a breeze, it will remind you of summer festivals.

“Ringo-ame”
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“Taiyaki”
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a thick candy
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T

ai is the name of a
fish, which is sea

bream in Japanese. Taiyaki

is a Japanese cake in the
shape of sea bream, made

“Kakigori”
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ndard flavors are straw
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K

from wheat flour with
sweet bean paste inside it.
You can watch right in
front of you how Taiyakis
are baked in metal molds.
Getting baked like that at
high temperature makes

Taiyaki so crispy on the surface and hot inside. You’ll
be extra delighted when
you discover the bean
paste is spread even into
its tail.
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